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ABSTRACT

The sets oi space-time and spin-connections which give rise

to the same curvature tensor are constructed. The corresponding

geometries are compared. #kj.llustrateyagr Jesuits by an explic-

it calculation and comment on the copies in Einstein-Cartan and

Weyl-Cartan geometries.
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Gauge equivalent potentials (gauge copies) are very useful

in certain problems. In Wu and Yang formulation'-'' of Dirac mo-

nopole theory each monopole divides the space in two over-

lapping sections. Regular potentials in each of the sections can

be defined such that in the intersection region the two are gauge

equivalent. Another example is the calculation^ of topological

number in a simple way of the multi-instanton solution in Yang-

Mills theory using *t Hooft's solution'—' together with another gauge

equivalent compact form^-*. The problem of the existence,in non-

-abelian gauge theory, of two or more potentials not related by

any gauge transformations associated to the same field strength

has been discussed recently in several papers ̂ J *-+* Here we will

discuss the analogous 'field strength copies' or rather curva-

ture tensor copies and gauge copies in the context of an affine

manifold. The case of Weyl geometry can also be treated in our

general frame work.

A local frame is specified by a set of tetTad fields e (x )

where Greek indices label the components of world vector while

Latin indices indicate those in local tangent space. The tangent

space group is taken to be the Lorentz group. The covariant der

ivative e . is written as
y • A

Here r . are space-time connections while w^«O^ m) are spin con

nections. The constant metric in tangent space is nAmwhile guv(x)

indicates the metric in space time. Under the local Lorentz

rotations A»(A*) of the tetrad frame
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(2)

The corresponding field strength defined by

is gauge covariant, e.g.,

PXP'APXPA"'-

The space-time curvature tensor is given by

(4)

while ('xo^^m * RAmAp^u^ defines the spin curvature tensor.

They are connected by the following equation

o
If we impose e,,.« (r,w)*0 we obtain

Consider now, for simplicity, the following tetrad condition

•

which is equivalent to «J.^C^»»)" ° where wj«(w+K)^. Applying
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eq.(5) to this case we establish that if K^ satisfies the equa

tion

the following relation is satisfied

We note that eq.(8) is equivalent to the relation p x 0 x p

and does not depend explicitly on T. The expression for 7 is eas_

ily shown to be

The sets of connections (1\w) and (r,w) where Kx satisfies eq.

(8) give rise to the same curvature tensors and correspond to

'field strength copies' if wx and w^ are not connected by a

Lorentz gauge transformation. The condition for w^ to be a gauge

transform of u^ requires the existence of a lorentz transforma-

tion A such that

(11)

The eq. (8) then gives expected result, APX (w)«Px (Ü>)A. It is

worth remarking that the pure gauge term in eq. (11) is antisym

metric in local indices and we note
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It is obvious that Kx= -I(3xx(x)) is a solution of eq. (8).

It corresponds to L°JX* -
fiy(3

AX)
 and

The Einstein-Cartan geometry is characterized by the metric

condition g .,.,=0 implying Ü > W 9 ,=0. Thus in this case a copy is
y V , A A ̂  Jtlu )

obtained in E.C. geometry only if K ^ %*() and the corresponding

W, is not a gauge transform of u>x.

We will i l lus t ra te the discusssion above by considering the

manifold with the line element given by'-->

ds2 = dt2-2A(t)dzdt - Cz(t) [ dx2 + dy'J (13)

For definiteness sake we choose w^* &x, r*^r ( Christoffel
0 0 a 0

ffinity) and w. is defined from e,.,(*
A y i A

o

0 0, a 0affinity) and w. is defined from e,.,(*r,w)»0. We verify that
A y i A

.«O, A simple antisymmetric solution is found to be

AO A x ) ™ and L|JA- C ^ - «^«;-C6^«» ](3 xx). The relation

^ s R°\jXp^ may als0 be cnecked directly. This case, how-

ever, corresponds to a 'gauge copy' with the corresponding

Lorentz matrix given by the non-vanishing elements:

A 1 , - A 2
? » 1 , A °

o

( l * A ° s ) f A 1 , - A 0 , - -A X
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and 2A3 = -2A° a (A1 ) 2 . A symmetric solution is also easily
0 3 0

constructed with K.» A 2(3 xx)
M where M is a constant matrix with

nonvanishing elements given by M°o= M % = -M°3 = -M% = -1. In

view of eq.(ll) and the antisymmetric of w the spin connection

w is not a gauge transform of w. We also find Lj\=A(9,,x)<$ 35\,
v^ V A A Vand g,,,,.i(r")= 2A2(a,x)<5,'!5° and verify directly thaty v t A A y V

The case of Weyl (-Cartan) geometry may be discusses along

similar lines. It is characterized by g,.,.^s 2g, *, where 4», is
\X V ^ A \* V A A

Wcyl field and w^.^^0 . We may, for example, take w^= ^x'^X

f = 8r "i ^v and repeat the procedure discussed above.
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